Sunday School Lesson
Sunday, November 22, 2020
Christ the King Sunday

“The Lord Almighty has promised this.”
While labeled Sunday School, please feel free to use these ideas in a way that blesses your family. You do not have to do all the
activities nor do you need to do them on Sunday morning. You can use whatever translation of the Bible or Children’s Bible you
have in your home.

Read: Micah 4: 1-8
Activities and Background:
Some of the vocabulary in this scripture may need to be explained to children: plows, pruning knives,
vineyards, spears. Many children will think about the mechanical tools we have today for farming. Some
discussion of the use of metal might be appropriate. Another part of this scripture talks about many nations
coming together—many people of different backgrounds, cultures, ethnicities, and races. This lends itself to
talking about diversity.
1. Read the scripture story. Discuss the vocabulary as needed.
2. Wonder together: What happens when all the metal farming tools are melted down to make
weapons? Farmers can not farm. Crops are not harvested. People go hungry. What happens when all
the metal from weapons are melted down to make farming tools? Farmers can grow more. Harvests
are more abundant. People have plenty of food. What other change can you think of?
3. Take some magazines and cut out pictures of people from different places and backgrounds. Make a
collage from the pictures. Label the collage “Everyone will live in peace.”
4. Have your children sort through their toys making a pile of toy weapons and toy garden tools. Which
work better in planting a plant? You may discuss whether or not you should have toy weapons.
5. Write a prayer for Peace.
6. Make a list of peacemakers in the world.
7. Read the story again. Draw a picture to help you remember it.
8. End with a prayer asking for strength and wisdom in sharing this message of peace.
Thank you, God, for the prophet Micah.
Thank you, God, for your promise of peace.
Help me to be a peacemaker.
Help me to share your peace with others.
Amen.

